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Winning Back Customers Means You Will Never Need
to Acquire a Client Ever Again!
Investors reward the acquisition rate or new logos rather than how much money you made from those
customers, or how likely it is that your customer will remain long term and refer more opportunities. This is
short-sighted and it explains why business will give discounts to acquire now customers and might utilise
strategies most likely to attract the largest number of returning customers, even at the expense of pro t.
Many sellers do not enjoy the client acquisition process. Most people think that when a client is lost, then they
are lost forever, and so they do not try to Win-Back and do not know how to Win-Back that customer! It is
disheartening when a customer leaves (churn), or does not renew, after investing time and effort into helping
the customer through the onboarding and adoption phase.
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Why Win-Back works.
KPMG research reveals that 88% of CEOs are “concerned” about customer loyalty. Creating a genuinely
customer-centric business is the best way to achieve lasting loyalty because existing customers are 50% more
likely to try new products from a brand they know and trust, in addition to spending 31% more than new
customers. A customer-centric business maximises its potential for client retention by using every possible
avenue to create a positive experience from the initial interaction.
The cornerstone of Scale Your Sales Framework is retaining and growing existing customers:
First, by Retention strategies and Win-Back lapsed customers.
Second, what we call Productivity of your 80/20 ideal and most valued key customers.
And Third, Attraction, to engage and re-engage, educate, and elevate your key customers into partnerships.
This book will show you how you can Win-Back lost customers and why you must win back in preference to
the long journey of securing new customers.
With Win-Back, you win more sales in less time, at a lower cost and gain more referrals. The bonus is that you
are less likely to lose customer going forward.
This is plugging the hole you might not know you have, but for sure, it costs you money and customers!
In today’s customer-centred economy, every customer should feel your product is built around their needs.
If you master the Win-Back strategy, you will never need to acquire customer ever again.
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The Scale Your Sales Framework

Retention
1. Understand the Customers Segmented World and viewpoint and Business Objectives.
2. Environmental and Market Analysis.
3. Organisational Value Chain Activity Analysis and Strength.
4. Customer Retention Rates - Feedback and Ratios.
5. Gap Analysis to Retention Win-Back strategy.
6. Strategic Intent to Customer-Centric Organisational Alignment.
Outcome: Focused Retention and Supply-side value proposition and known differentiator
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Productivity
1. Customer 80/20 Analysis.
2. Needs-based Segmentation and resource prioritisation.
3. Top 20% Ideal Customer Pro les.
4. Map Value Chain and Speci c Customer Journey.
5. Customer Value Proposition Promise.
6. Customer Mutual Action Plan .
Outcome: Future Focused personalise and agree a plan to partnership and Buyer-side value proposition.

Attraction
1. Get found.
2. Engage and Connect Customer.
3. Educate to the Customer Need.
4. Become the Customer Trusted Advisor.
5. Elevate Key Relationships.
6. Create Co-creative Partnership.
Outcome: Socially Engaged Industry authority, Go to Expertise, Trusted relationships.
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Why Customers Leave?
The following motivations drive customers to lapse or leave:
1. Your service has not provided su cient value.
2. Your customer needs to reduce costs (COVID constraints).
3. Your solution is no longer needed.
4. Your service was not fully adopted.
5. There was poor visibility into the value the product provided.
6. Your customer key contact changed (most common).
7. Cheaper option or substitute alternatives available.

Many of these motivations may be a perception. For example, if your customers say your service is not
returning value, the real problem may lie in the way you educate and engage your customer. Do you, in fact,
measure and communicate the ongoing ROI or the bene ts gained from working with you during the contract?
If you do not tell them, how can they know?
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What stops you from winning back clients?
Because even business to business relationships is personal, and human to human! You feel emotionally
rejected, and it is hard to go back and ask why?

The good news is that with improved communication and targeted win-back campaigns, you can take the
personal rejection out of it and become a detective because a win-back strategy is the best weapons again
lost or lapsed customers.
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Why Win-Back is so powerful.
My good friend Dan P ster created a study called the Client Win Back Benchmark:
The study reported that, on average, 26% of past clients returned as the result of Win-Back campaigns.
Over 71% of study participants said that Win-Back generated the best ROI of any marketing tactic and
implemented between 32X ROI and 182X ROI.
And a Win-Back study featured in the Harvard Business Review (March 2016) also reported that
customer lifetime value more than double.

These gures show that lapsed customers are the low hanging fruit when it comes to creating sales

Case study
I worked with a digital agency that secured a signi cant contract with Manchester United Football and other
famous brands. One problem was consistency of income. This business was so focused on delivery that they
did not business development while in the contract so when the contract came to an end, they had to start
again looking for a new contract. Instead, we talked through strategies to Win-back their past most valuable
clients, identifying through that were most pro table and that they had a good history. We implemented
engagement and educational strategies while in the contracts so that they never had to look for another client
again. Their work was well regarded but they did not have a retention strategy that brought in referrals.
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How you can apply a Win-Back process
Scale Your Sales 8 Steps to Win-Back Customers
1. Calculate Who Are the Most Valued Customers You Want to Win-Back.
Not every customer is your ideal customer. If the customer you lost was di cult to work
with, then they may not be the best customer to invest in. Ensure that the customer leaves
on good terms so that they will continue to refer you. Suppose your data indicate high
usage and feature adoption and a speci c disruption to service use for many reasons.
Perhaps an in uencer joined, or your key contact left the company, or a new budget was
enforced due to COVID, then you are more likely to Win-Back the customer. Begin your WinBack campaign by asking your customer if they are willing to discuss their experience with
your product. Anyone who agrees to talk may be persuaded to come back .

2. Acknowledge the Problem and Understand What It
will Take to Win Them Back.
Take responsibility for the customer unhappiness and provide
a solution. Once you know why the customer churned, you
can build a Win-Back campaign around the idea that you
have heard your customer’s complaints and addressed each
of them. Asking probing questions to nd out precisely what
you could do to improve the experience and offer. You may
not win this customer back, but you will have the information
you can use to save a customer who may be thinking of
leaving or growing existing customers. The customer-centric
economy demands that we build our products around our
customers. Acknowledging a problem could give you a
second chance to demonstrate your desire to align your
business to your customer’s needs.

3. Develop a Personalised Campaign to Win-Back.
Fix the problem and personalise the message that addresses
the interests and motivations of your lapsed customer to
entice them to reconsider returning. You could offer VIP
support, free webinars or training sessions, and access to
premium features as a way of luring customers back. I have
known my client to offer premium services with a higher
contract value, and the returning client is very happy. The
problem was that the client was on the wrong contract in the
rst place, and the seller did not do a good job in identifying
the customer need the rst time around.
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4. Communicate Improvements to Everyone
Using social media, blogs, case studies, video testimonials, and other
media opportunities, you can open a conversation regarding ways your
business is improving. Open broader discussion around what kinds of
support is most effective, how technology can improve customer
service, and how customer expectations have changed the nature of
your business. Discussing issues openly and how you xed them
develops trust, especially if customers see you have addressed their
speci c pain points, you may rekindle other lapsed customer’s interest.

5. Use What You Learn From Feedback for Continuous Improvement.
Every instance of churn is a signal that your customer success model can be improved and
is an opportunity to gain feedback and nd out exactly how. Revisit the customer journey,
each touchpoint, customer engagement, onboarding, and communication. The embedded
bene t of Win-Back is that it improves how all customers experience the business and
products.
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6. Create a Third List.
I interview Lori Richardson on Scale Your Sales
Podcast, and she said always have a third list. This
list is the ones who got away or those nearly won
clients. Create a marketing list that is for notable
prospects and past customers. This list should be
used to send personalised information and
education on relevant industry topics. The third list
of candidates are always on your VIP list for events,
and you keep up to date on what is happening in
their world and check in with them periodically. You
want these clients to turn to you at the next
opportunity.

7. Deploy Your Win-Back.
Your Win-Back campaign is based on their speci c pain-point and feedback,
which will be personalised for each customer. Some may be a revised value
proposition other will be a campaign to engage and educate. It is impossible to
Win-Back a lapsed customer if you no longer have their attention, or the new
person does not know you, so starting a conversation is the rst step in
rekindling your relationship. Ensure you match the competitive strengths of your
organisation with the customer pain point. Focus on delivering on your brand
promise and nurturing your customer’s experience. Tracking the results of your
Win-Back campaign helps ensure you are putting the right resources (both
human, process and nancial) to good use when offering and ful lling
experiences.

8. Secure Lifetime Value with Scale Your Sales Retention
Strategy.
A key consideration is measuring how much of an impact a customer
has on your revenue after re-engaging; what lifetime value do they now
represent? A successful Win-Back campaign is characterised by
customers who are reactivated and remain active for a signi cant
lifetime. This is secured through the Scale Your Sales Retention strategy
and framework.
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Why is Win-Back the Best Revenue Generating Strategy?
1. They have demonstrated a need for the service, making them far better prospects than random names
on a cold-call or warm list.
2. They are familiar with the company, eliminating the need to create brand awareness and educate them
about the offering, thus reducing your marketing cost to acquire them.
3. Technology, particularly more sophisticated customer databases (CRMs) and revenue intelligence
platforms, allows you to draw on how past customers used the service the rst time; to craft more
successful Win-Back offers, and to identify and go after the most pro table candidates.

Winning with Win-Back
With the cost of acquiring new customers 5X more than winning back old ones, and re-engaged customers
often end up staying longer extending the lifetime value, you Win with Win-Back!

You have a 5% to 20% chance
of turning a prospect into a
customer

You have a 20% to 40 %
chance of winning back an
ex-customer

You have a 60% to 70 %
chance of successfully selling
again to a current customer.

At Scale Your Sales, our focus is on Retention and Customer Growth.
You improve your retention if you recognise some customer may leave and proactively engage your
customers with a Win-Back strategy – why? Because retention is even higher with Win-Back.
Win-Back not only wins back but keeps existing customer even happier with higher engagement and higher
lifetime values.
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Win with Scale Your Sales 8 Steps to Win-Back Customers
1. Calculate who are the most valued customers you want to Win-Back.
2. Acknowledge the problem and understand what it will take to win them back.
3. Develop a personalised campaign to Win-Back.
4. Communicate Improvements to everyone
5. Use what you learn from feedback for continuous improvement.
6. Create a Third List.
7. Deploy your Win-Back.
8. Secure lifetime value with Scale Your Sales retention strategy.
When win rates are is 5x better than selling to a rst-time buyer and with 70% shorter sales cycles; McKinsey
says the cost of winning back a client is as little as 1/10th the cost of acquiring a rst-time customer.
Why wouldn’t you want to Win with Win-Back?
If you master the Scale Your Sales Win-Back strategy, you will never need to acquire a customer ever again!
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For more on how the Scale Your Sales Framework can help you please go to
ScaleYourSales.co.uk and or email Janice@scaleyoursales.co.uk to schedule a
call.
You can

nd many more resources on the website or visit

Scale Your Sales

Podcast available on iTunes and Spotify for expert interview and scale your sales
insights.

